Calibration of the shear wave speed-stress relationship in ex vivo tendons.
It has recently been shown that shear wave speed in tendons is directly dependent on axial stress. Hence, wave speed could be used to infer tendon load provided that the wave speed-stress relationship can be calibrated and remains robust across loading conditions. The purpose of this study was to investigate the effects of loading rate and fluid immersion on the wave speed-stress relationship in ex vivo tendons, and to assess potential calibration techniques. Tendon wave speed and axial stress were measured in 20 porcine digital flexor tendons during cyclic (0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 Hz) or static axial loading. Squared wave speed was highly correlated to stress (r2avg = 0.98) and was insensitive to loading rate (p = 0.57). The constant of proportionality is the effective density, which reflects the density of the tendon tissue and additional effective mass added by the adjacent fluid. Effective densities of tendons vibrating in a saline bath averaged 1680 kg/m3 and added mass effects caused wave speeds to be 22% lower on average in a saline bath than in air. The root-mean-square error between predicted and measured stress was 0.67 MPa (6.7% of maximum stress) when using tendon-specific calibration parameters. These errors increased to 1.31 MPa (13.1% of maximum stress) when calibrating based on group-compiled data from ten tendons. These results support the feasibility of calculating absolute tendon stresses from wave speed squared based on linear calibration relationships.